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By David Grant

Pearson Education Limited. Hardback. Book Condition: new.
BRAND NEW, Fast (Heinemann Plays), David Grant, A group of
students arrange a sponsored 24-hour fast to raise money for
charity. Two of the students, Charlie and Holly, brag that they
could carry on, and in refusing to back down they end up
embarking on a dangerous fast that lasts for days. The
national media picks up the story, setting up a donations
hotline and spurring the two on until a story breaks that
threatens to ruin everything. Played out entirely through chats
in the school canteen, the script relies on the realistic and often
hilarious dialogue that is David Grant's trademark. What's the
hook? Snappy, comic dialogue and hugely relevant issues.
What are the themes? Celebrity, media and friendship.
Teaching points Perfect for reading around a classroom, full-
blown performance or for close analysis as a text, this is a play
about a range of important issues presented with humour and
sensitivity. * Realistic dialogue coupled with witty insights make
this the ideal play for Key Stage 3. * Explores interesting topics
in a way that is accessible to Key Stage 3 students. * Supported
by back-of-book activities and free online teaching resources...
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Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very
happy to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he
very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua  Ger hold PhD-- Joshua  Ger hold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its
been designed in an exceptionally easy way and is particularly merely right a er i finished reading this ebook where in
fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Mea g a n R oob-- Mea g a n R oob
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